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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, the existence of a relationship between the degrees of polynomials in 
any given rational matrix and the degrees of the polynomials in the inverse of that 
matrix is explained and proved. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The degree property which is the subject of this paper was detected 
during an investigation into the possibility of developing a technique for the 
inversion of rational matrices which avoids the need for algebraic operations 
on polynomials (as are required, for instance, in the method described in [l]). 
For ease of presentation, the property is first discussed in relation to poly- 
nomial matrices and then generalized to the rational case. 
II. THE CASE OF POLYNOMIAL MATRICES 
As it relates to polynomial matrices, the degree property is most easily 
explained by means of an example. Consider the 3 X 3 matrix M(s) whose 
(i, j) entry is aij + bij s with aij and bjj nonzero for all i, j. The determinant 
of M(s) is (assuming no special simplifications) a polynomial in s of degree 
three. Each entry in the inverse of M(s) is a rational function, being a second 
degree polynomial in s divided by the determinant of M(s). If we write the 
numerator of the (i, j) entry in M(s)-’ in the form crij + piis + yijs2, we 
can, without loss of generality, assume that det[M(s)] is a manic polynomial. 
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Because of the degrees of the polynomials involved, an algorithm for 
determining M(s)- ’ now suggests itself. 
det[M(s)] can be obtained by premultiplying the numerator of the first 
column of M(s)-’ by the first row of M(s), and, since we have assumed that 
det[ M( s)] is a manic polynomial, we can write 
Premultiplication of the numerator of the first column of M(s)-’ by the 
second row of M(s) or by the third row of M(s) leads to zero. Combining this 
fact with Equation (l), the following matrix equation can be obtained by 
equating coefficients of different powers of s: 
-b,, b,, b,, 0 0 0 0 0 0 Yll 1 
b 21 b, b, 0 0 0 0 0 0 Y21 0 
b 31 b,, b, 0 0 0 0 0 0 Y31 0 
a21 a22 a23 b 21 b, b,, 0 0 0 P 11 0 
a31 a32 a33 b 31 b,, b, 0 0 0 P 21 = 0. 
0 0 0 azl a22 a23 b 21 b22 h.3 P 31 0 
0 0 0 a31 a32 a33 b 31 b32 b33 a11 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 a21 a22 a23 a21 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 a31 ‘32 a33 a31 0 
(2) 
From this equation the coefficients of the numerator polynomials in the first 
column of M(s) - ’ can be obtained. 
Similar matrix equations can be set up to obtain the numerator polynomi- 
als in the second and third columns of M(s)-‘. The coefficients of det[ M(s)] 
can then be obtained by premultiplying the numerator of any column i of 
M(s)- ’ by the ith row of M(s). 
Thus, the inverse of M(s) can be obtained using a simple procedure in 
real arithmetic with each column of M(s)- ’ being evaluated separately. 
It is obvious that the method works in this particular case because of the 
degrees of the polynomials involved. If we represent the (i, j) entry of M(s) 
by mi j, and the (i, j) cofactor of M(s) by Aij, we see that the requisite 
number of equations for the separate determination of the numerator poly- 
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nomials in the first column of M(s))’ is available because 
= W,,)+ 6(A,,)+ W,,h 
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(3) 
where 6(p) represents the degree of polynomial p. 
The left-hand side of (3) sums the degrees of the polynomials obtained by 
premultiplying the numerator of the first column of M(s)-’ by rows two and 
three of M(s); thus, in this case, the left-hand side of (3) is equal to 6. The 
right-hand side of (3) sums the degrees of the numerator polynomials in the 
first column of M(s)-’ and, in this case, is also equal to 6. 
Now let us generalize the example by considering an n X n polynomial 
matrix A(s) in which every entry is a polynomial of degree m. In such a case, 
the numerators in A(s)-’ are each polynomials of degree (n - 1)m. Premul- 
tiplication of the numerator of the first column of A(s) ~’ by row i 
(i = 2,3,..., m) of A(s) gives a polynomial of degree nm. Hence, a generali- 
zation of Equation (3) can be written for this case: 
GA1 + ~2‘2Al2 + . . . + cAn)+ %wh, + a.&,, + . . . + adln) 
+ . . . + S(a,,A,, + u,,A,, + . . + unnAln) 
=S(A,,>+6(A,,)+ ... +a(A,,>, (4 
where uij is the (i, j) entry of A(s) and Aij is the (i, j) cofactor of A(s). 
The implications of Equation (4) are similar to those of Equation (3). That 
is, the degrees of the polynomials in A(s) and in A(s)-’ are such that the 
coefficients of the numerator polynomials in A(s)-’ can be obtained one 
column at a time by solving systems of linear equations which are generaliza- 
tions of Equation (2). 
So far, we have restricted our attention to the case of matrices whose 
entries are all polynomials of the same degree. We now show that a similar 
result holds for all polynomial matrices. 
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LEMMA 1. For any n x n matrix A(s) whose entries aij are polynomials, 
the following equation holds for i = 1,2,. . . , n: 
n 
c 6(ak,A,, + akzAiz + . . . +aknAin)=S(Ail)+6(Ai2)+ ... +s(A,,), 
;;: 
(5) 
where Ai j is the (i, j) cofactor of A(s), and 6(p) represents the degree of the 
polynomial p. 
Proof. We will prove this lemma for the case i = 1; no generality is lost 
in so doing. In the proof, we employ the notation la i jak, . . . 1 to represent the 
cofactor obtained by forming the determinant of a submatrix of the matrix 
A(s) whose diagonal entries are aij,aklr... . 
When i = 1, the degree of the left-hand side of (5) can be written 
a(LHS) = S[a211a22as.. . nnI+ a221a21a33.. . annI 
+ f * . + a2nla21a32 . . . an,n-l II 
+ 6 [a311a22a, . . . annI+ a3dw, . . . annI 
+ . . . + a3nla21a32 * . . a,, n-l II 
+ . . . 
+ S[an,laza3 . . . annI+ a.2kwB . . . annI 
+ . . . + annla2Ia32 . . . an,n-lll) (6) 
and the degree of the right-hand side of (5) can be written 
S(RHS)=S(la,a, **. a,,l)+S(la,,a, **-annI) 
+ . * f + a(la21a32.. . an,n-ll). (7) 
The ith term in the sum making up G(LHS) is equal to the degree of one 
or more of the terms ailla22a33 ... a”“(,aizlazla33 ... annl,...,ainla21a22 
. . . a n, n _ r (. Now note that 
a[ai1la2$33 . . . annIl =~(ail)+S(la2@33 . . * 4) 
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and that 6()a,a, *. * annI) is equal to the degree of one or more of the 
products of entries a, j which make up the cofactor 1~~~1~ - . . a “,,I. None of 
these entries comes from column 1, so we can write 
S(l”2zu33 ’ ’ . unnl) =Si(“zpu3, ’ ’ . u~v) 
where the i signifies that none of the integers j3, y, . . . , v is equal to unity. The 
product usPa,, . . . unv is one of the products of entries making up the 
cofactor lu,u, * * * unn I and whose degree is equal to that of the cofactor 
[i.e., MasPa,, . . . anv)= &la22aB . . . a,,l>l. 
Extending this notation in the obvious way, we may write 
For what is to follow, it is important that the ci in (8) are distinct. If they 
are not distinct, we can easily arrange (8) into a suitable form as follows. 
Suppose ci = cs. We can replace the term ~?(a~,,)+ Sc,(uza,u,, . . . unu,) 
by the equivalent term i3(uiC,)+ GC,(u,B,u,, . . . uica . *. a”,,), where cj z cs. 
A similar procedure could be carried out on any other column ck = cs. 
The process could then be repeated on any columns equal to c,, and so on. 
Because, in (8), there are r~ - 1 terms of the form &uiCi)+ 6c,(uzp2u3, . . . 
~,,~),andbecauseeachset &,yi,..., vi represents n - 1 distinct columns, we 
are certain to be able to arrange (8) in the form 
where all the k, are distinct. 
Then we may write 
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Each term on the right-hand side of this equation belongs to a different 
cofactor Ali, j = 1,2,. . . , n, so that we have 
s(LHS) < G(RHS). (9) 
Now, S(RHS) is given by the sum of the degrees of the n cofactors Arj, 
j=1,2 ,.**> n. The degree of any one of these cofactors is equal to the degree 
of one or more of the products aspa,, . . . unu of which it is made up. Thus, 
S(RHS) must be expressible in the form 
+ M%p,%, .. . U”V”). (10) 
Now note that the pi, yi, . . . , vi are all distinct and not equal to unity. In 
other words, the n - 1 distinct integers pi, yr, . . . , v1 all have values between 
2 and n, and one of them is equal to 2, one of them is equal to 3, and so on, 
through to n. Thus, (10) may be written in the form 
G(RHS)=6i(a,plu3y,~~~u..,)+~~l(a~.a,. . ..u.,.)+~,,(u,.u,. .*+,.> 
+ . . . + qu2.u3. . . . a,.), (11) 
where the dots in (u2.u3. . . . Us. ) represent distinct columns in A(s). 
Equation (11) can now be written 
S(RHS)=6(uza,)+Sp,(u,.a,. . ..u.,.)+6&,.a,. .*.a,.) 
+ ... +6(u,,,)+6,1(a~.u3. . ..~..)-t&V,>. (12) 
But the right-hand side of this equation is less than or equal to the 
right-hand side of Equation (6). In other words 
G(RHS) < G(LHS). (13) 
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Hence, from Equations (9) and (13), we must have 
G(RHS) = S(LHS) 
and the lemma is proved. 
III. THE CASE OF RATIONAL MATRICES 
A similar property holds for rational matrices. Consider an 12 X rr rational 
matrix whose (i, j) entry nij/dij is a rational function. We have shown 
elsewhere [l] that if no special simplifications take place, the determinant of 
such a matrix, in its simplest form (i.e., when its numerator and denominator 
are relatively prime polynomials), can be written 
n 
A= (&rd TS ) 
7 04) 
where A is a polynomial. 
Similarly, in its simplest form, the (i, j) cofactor Aij can be written 
Aij = 
Aij 
rn n in n 1’ (15) 
II drj FI dix 
r=l s=l 
r#i J 
where Aij and the denominator in square brackets are both polynomials. 
We will refer to the expressions (14) and (15) as the standard forms of A 
and A i j respectively. 
The degree property for rational matrices can now be stated as follows. 
LEMMA 2. For any n x n matrix M(s) whose (i, j) entry is a ratio of 
polynomials ni j/di j, the following equation holds for i = 1,2,. . . , n: 
2 s nk,Ai, fi d,,+ nkzi\i, fi d,,+ **+ + nknain fi d,, 
;g: r=l r=l r=l r#i,k r#i,k r#i,k 1 =s(Ai1)+6(Ai2)+ ... +6(i\i,), (16) 
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where Aji is the numerator of the standard form of the (i, j) cofactor of 
M(s), and 6(p) represents the degree of polynomial p. 
Proof. We introduce the simplified notation 
and then write the (i, j) entry of matrix M(s) in the form 
12.. 
‘I- 1 
- -nijIJdrs 
dij IIIdr, ij 
r,s 
where n,d,, represents the product of the denominators of all the entries in 
M(s) excepting d i j. 
With this notation, we can write 
where R(s) is a polynomial matrix with (i, j) entry equal to nijnGd,,. 
It is then straightforward to show that the (i, j) entry in the inverse of 
R(s) may be written 
(R(s)-‘)~,~=~ a,,fid,jfidi,(nd IS (17) 
r=l s=l r,s 
jnp2, 
r#i 1 
where Aij is the numerator of the (i, j) cofactor of M(s), in the standard 
form (15). A is the determinant of R(s). Note that the manner in which R(s) 
was constructed implies that in (17) there will be many canceling polynomials 
(see [2] for a discussion of this point). This fact, however, need not concern us 
here. 
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Since R(s) is a polynomial matrix, we can call upon’Lemma 1 to write 
r#i 
kn r=l s=l 
r#i 
1 
i.e., 
e 6 nklAil fi d,,+ nk2Ai2 fi d,, f .. . + nknAi,, fi d,, 
i;f r=l r=l r=l r#i,k rfi,k r#i,k 
+(n-1)2S(nd,,)+(n-1)S fidi, 
’ r,s I i i s=l 
. +s(B,,)+n(n-z)S(~d,,) =s(sil)+6(iii2)+ . . 
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and the lemma follows because 
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If we assume that the numerator of the determinant in the standard form 
(14) is a manic polynomial, Lemma 2 tells us that if the degrees of the 
polynomials in the inverse of a rational matrix are known, then the entries in 
the inverse can be computed one column at a time using real arithmetic (as 
against the polynomial arithmetic required in algorithms such as that de- 
scribed in [l]). As an example, consider the following. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the matrix 
inversion technique developed in [ 11: 
which was used to demonstrate the 
A(s)= 
s 
SSl 
s2+1 
2 1 
3 s+3 
2s+1 
5 1 
ss2 
-1 7 - 
s+5 
The first column of the inverse of A has the form 
a11 + PllS 
s+5 
[A(s)-‘].,=; 
a7,1+ P2lS + Y21S2 + s2,s3 
(2s + l)(s +5) (18) 
a31 + P3lS + Y31S2 
2s + 1 
where 
a + ps + ys2 + as3 + ES4 + +s5 
*= 3(s+l)(s+3)(2s+l)(s+5) 
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and 
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$=l. 
Lemma 2 tells us that by equating to zero the terms whose degrees are 
summed on the left-hand side of (16) and by using the fact that i\ is a manic 
polynomial, a set of simultaneous equations similar to (2) can be formed and 
solved to give the unknown coefficients in (18). 
Proceeding in this way, we have 
(s2 + l)(a,, + Pns)+5(“21+ Pais + ?W2 + s2,s3) 
+ (a31 + P3lS + Y31S2)(S +5> = 6, (19) 
( - l)(% + P,,s)(2s + 1)+7( % + P2lS + Y21S2 + 62,s3) 
+b+2)(a31 + p,,s + y31s2) = 0. (20) 
The fact that i\ is manic implies that the coefficient of x5 obtained by 
premultiplying [A(s)- ‘1. 1 by the first row of A(s) should be unity. This gives 
2S,, = 1. The remaining equations are then given by equating coefficients of 
powers of s in (19) and (20). The full set of equations may be written 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 5 5 0 0 1 1 0 0 
0 7 2 -2 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 5 5 0 0 1 
0 0 0 -1 7 2 -2 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 5 
0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 7 2 
s 21 
Y21 
Y31 
P 11 
P 21 
P 31 
a11 
a21 
a31 
7 The solution of (21) is a,,= &, y2r= 6, y3i= - 5, 
“C _ 
p3i = - 5, (Yii = y, a2r =_$, (Y3i = - 6. 
The coefficients of A are now available by simply premultiplying 
[A(s)-‘] .i by the first row of A(s); their values are @ = 1, E = j$, 6 = 49, 
y=178, ,LY?= -y’, (Y= -69. 
The other two columns of A(s)-’ could obviously be found in a similar 
fashion. 
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IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
T. DOWNS 
In this paper, a degree property of rational matrices has been presented. 
The property may be of some value to system theorists because it indicates 
the existence of a type of decoupling which is not altogether obvious. 
An obvious property of a rational matrix A(s) is that if the degrees of all 
polynomials in A(s)-’ are known, then the coefficients of these polynomials 
could be obtained by equating the product A( s)A( s) - ’ to the identity matrix 
and forming a set of simultaneous equations by equating coefficients of like 
powers in each matrix entry. What we have shown here is that any such set of 
simultaneous equations can always be decoupled into n sets [if A(s) is 
n X n], allowing separate determination of the polynomials in each column of 
A(s)-? 
As a technique for determining the inverse of a rational matrix, the 
method described herein is not likely to be of any real value without a good 
deal of further investigation. The problem is that the method can only be 
applied in cases where the degrees of polynomials in the inverse matrix are 
known a priori. These degrees can usually be determined if the given matrix 
contains no zero entries (e.g. simply arrange the algorithm in [l] to work in 
terms of polynomial degree only), but in other cases the problem of determin- 
ing the degree appears to be quite difficult. 
As a final point, it is worth noting that a degree property similar to the 
one presented here must apply to rational matrices with multivariate poly- 
nomials. This can be seen by noting that the property clearly holds for each 
variable when all other variables are given constant values. 
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